Qatar in advanced talks to get COVID-19 vaccine

The PENINSULA - Doha

Abdulatif Al Khal, Chair of the National Health Strategic Group on COVID-19 and Head of Infections Diseases at Hamad Medical Corporation, said yesterday that the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) is in advanced negotiations with a number of international pharmaceutical companies to procure a COVID-19 vaccine as soon as it is released for global use.

“Qatar’s comprehensive strategy to contain COVID-19 is unique as many countries around the world will be living with COVID-19 for some time to come,” said Dr Al Khal.

The preventive measures currently in place, such as the wearing of masks, keeping a safe distance andlimitations on gatherings, are key to controlling the spread of COVID-19 and protecting the population, but only when we have an effective vaccine will we be able to fully return towards normal life,” he added.

He further explained that the Ministry of Public Health is in advanced negotiations with several leading international pharmaceutical companies to have the aims of procuring a sufficient quantity of vaccines to ensure everyone who is eligible for the vaccine in Qatar able to receive one as soon as possible.

“I am delighted to announce that the Ministry of Public Health has already agreed to an agreement with Pfizer and BioNTech to supply Qatar with their BNT162 mRNA-based candidate vaccine against SARS-CoV-2. The vaccine is still in the process of undergoing clinical trials and only then all necessary regulatory approvals have been given will the vaccine be distributed. Supply is planned for the end of 2020 to 2021, subject to clinical success and necessary regulatory approvals,” added Dr Al Khal.

“Our agreement with Pfizer and BioNTech is one of the options to address the threat of this global pandemic but Qatar is but the innumerable and vulnerable people at high risk from COVID-19, such as vulnerable people at high risk from COVID-19, such as elderly and people with chronic cardiac condition, are also at great risk from the flu in the coming days the Ministry of Public Health will be launching the vaccination campaign, providing free flu vaccines for all citizens and residents. Priority will be given to vulnerable people at high risk of developing flu complications such as older people and children below five years old who are patients with chronic diseases at any age, urge extra precaution especially those at high risk to take the flu vaccine this year,” said Dr Al Khal.

Qatar Airways offers 21,000 free tickets to teachers

The PENINSULA - Doha

On the occasion of World Teacher’s Day, Qatar Airways will give away 21,000 complimentary tickets to teachers to thank them for their efforts in educating young people worldwide during the challenges brought by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

The giveaway opens at 9am and will close at 3.59am on October 8 (Doha time). Teaching professionals can register for this exclusive offer at qatarairways.com/teachers. Teachers will have to submit by a form to receive a unique promotion code, offered on a first come, first served basis. Teaching professionals from over 75 countries in which Qatar Airways currently operates are eligible for tickets. To ensure the application process is fair and transparent, each country will receive a daily allocation of tickets, staggered over the three-day campaign period. The daily allocation will be released at 9am Doha time throughout the campaign period.

Teachers that successfully register will receive Economy Class return ticket to anywhere on Qatar Airways’ current network of more than 70 destinations worldwide. Additionally, they will receive a voucher for 50 percent off one future ticket that can be used for themselves, a family member or a friend. Both tickets and voucher are valid for travel up to 30 September 2021.

Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive, H E Akbar Al Baker said: “We at Qatar Airways are incredibly grateful for the commitment and hard work of teaching professionals around the world who continue to educate our young people in these challenging times. We know that it has not been an easy task, yet teachers have been incredibly resourceful, turning to online learning and other methods.”

Teachers from 75 countries to get an Economy Class return ticket to any of QA’s over 90 destinations worldwide.

Asian Games: Doha 2030 submits Candidature File to OCA
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The Peninsula - Asian Games: Doha 2030 submits Candidature File to OCA

Mr. Fahad Al Hamad, Secretary General of the Asian Olympic Council (AOC), submitted the Candidature File of the 19th Asian Games to the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA), as a step to solidify Qatar's bid for hosting the 2030 Asian Games in Doha.

During the meeting, Mr. Al Hamad said: “We are committed to respecting the program and the timeline of the bidding process to ensure the transparency of the process. The Asian Games organization is a great opportunity for Qatar, as it will guarantee an international platform for participating athletes, improvements in the level of athletes, in addition to the economic and social impacts of hosting the event. This will be reflected in our country's attractiveness and branding. The Asian Games will contribute to raising the prestige of Qatari sport and our athletes and holding the event in Doha will provide the opportunity to showcase the development of sport in Qatar in the future. We believe that Doha is a suitable candidate to host the Asian Games.”

Mr. Al Hamad also thanked the OCA for their support in implementing the candidate file and stated: “We have worked together in many events on a global level in the past, and we believe that this file is a step towards achieving the vision of the Asian Games. It will be the first big step in our country's history of national sport development.”

The candidature file includes the criteria and the infrastructure of the Asian Games as well as the information for the proposed budget and their strategy to host these games in Doha in 2030. The file also includes the infrastructure of the Asian Games, including the budget, and the plans for the future of sport in Qatar and the region. The file is also accompanied by a presentation and a map of the proposed infrastructure and infrastructure for the Asian Games.

The candidature file of the 19th Asian Games (Doha 2030) is a significant step in the process of achieving the legacy of the Olympic Games in Qatar. It is a testament to the country's commitment to hosting a successful event and contributes to the development of sport in Qatar. It is also a testament to the country's ability to welcome athletes from around the world and organize a successful event. The candidature file is a reflection of Qatar's determination to organize a successful event and contribute to the development of sport in the region.
Father Amir offers condolences to Amir of Kuwait

Father Amir Hm Shah moderna Khalifa Al Thani has offered condolences to the Amir of the sisterly State of Kuwait, H M Sheikh Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, on the death of the late H M Sheikh Salf Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah, in Kuwait yesterday.

The Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs (MADLSA) has issued the Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Policy in cooperation with the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) and the Ministry of the Interior (MoI), to ensure the provision of occupational safety and health in line with the national regulation.

The OSH Policy, as a step document that is comprehensive, is designed to take occupational health and safety vital in maintaining workers' health and safety in all sectors of the economy, and to improve in occupational safety and health. This policy sets out the theoretical principles and regulations indicated in the OSH Policy and MoPH.

The policy between the two ministries ensures coherence of complementary tools, policies and procedures to implement in all sectors of the economy and all employers, including suppliers, contractors and service providers, in their preparations and implementation of OSH plans. The OSH Policy sets out the theoretical principles and regulations indicated in the OSH Policy and MoPH.
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The International handicrafts and Traditional Products Cultural Event is a notable addition to Qatar’s cultural calendar. The Exhibition is scheduled from November 1 to February 12 next year. A variety of products and handicrafts are showcased, including items made by the residents of the Asian countries of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf. The exhibition’s aim is to provide a platform for artisans and traditional products enthusiasts to join in the inaugural festivities with yet another first.

– Katara adds another fresh dimension to the country’s celebrations with the Katara Traditional Products Cultural Event which is scheduled in Qatar this year to February 12 next year. Thanks to the high number of visitors, the event is expected to prove a commercial success with many projects to be showcased. Several categories have been organised to accommodate the local and international exhibitors.

The PaleoScan project is a collaborative initiative involving Qatar University, International Centre for Theoretical Physics, and Qatar University. The project’s aim is to digitally integrate scientific data from excavations in the field of human evolution. The project has just received a 4-year grant of $3M from the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Funding Programme, which will further facilitate the project’s aim of developing a digital paleoanthropological research platform.

The deployment of the Woqod petrol station network in the country to meet the rising demand for gasoline and diesel products for light vehicles is the first step in Woqod’s ambitious plan to be able to serve every area in Qatar. Woqod has announced that it is already working on the expansion of its network of petrol stations in Qatar to meet the growing demand for petrol products in light vehicles. Woqod aims to expand its petrol station network in the country to meet the rising demand for gasoline and diesel products for light vehicles in the country.

The new network of petrol stations in the country aims to provide a comprehensive network of petrol stations in Qatar to meet the growing demand for petrol products in light vehicles. Woqod aims to expand its petrol station network in the country to meet the rising demand for gasoline and diesel products for light vehicles.

Transport Minister meets Italian envoy
Minister of Transport and Communications E Jassim bin Saif Al Mattari met with the ambassador of the Republic of Italy to Qatar at the latter’s office in Doha. The meeting took place in the presence of the two countries’ trade ministers and was aimed at boosting bilateral cooperation in the fields of transportation and communications and means of further developing them.

Food security strategy leads to main stock of basic commodities
The second step is to be taken to increase the local production of vegetables by investment by government funds in the horticulture sectors. The third step is to improve the current farming methods in order to increase the produce from farms. The plan, he noted consists of increasing the vegetable produce from 50 percent (from now to 2023) to 70 percent (by 2028) in addition to increasing the current farms to increase their efficiency. There is a plan to establish a vegetable processing plant in the country to diversify the import sources, to cover Qatar’s needs, in addition to implementing the food security strategy which led to increasing the produce from farms. The plan is expected to increase the produce from farms by increasing the local production of vegetables and fruits.

Ooredoo wins gold at 2020 Stevie International Business Awards
Ooredoo has won a total of 26 international business awards at the 2020 Stevie Awards for its market-leading product offerings, business culture and technology innovation and commitment to social responsibility within the telecommunications industry.

Ooredoo was named the winner of 26 Stevie Awards at the 17th Annual International Business Awards yesterday, following its success earlier this month, taking home three gold, five silver and eight bronze awards. The Stevie IBAs are presented annually to honour achievements and positive contributions of organizations worldwide. The plan, he noted consisted of increasing the vegetable produce from 50 percent (from now to 2023) to 70 percent (by 2028) in addition to increasing the current farms to increase their efficiency. There is a plan to establish a vegetable processing plant in the country to diversify the import sources, to cover Qatar’s needs, in addition to implementing the food security strategy which led to increasing the produce from farms. The plan is expected to increase the produce from farms by increasing the local production of vegetables and fruits.

Ooredoo won a Gold Award for the Most Innovative Company of the Year for its data network leadership and ICT innovation, while the second gold award went to Ooredoo Maldives in the Companics of the Year Telecommunications category for its operations in the ASX region. Ooredoo Nepal was named the winner of a Gold Award for the Most Innovative Company of the Year. Ooredoo was also named the winner of eight Bronze Stevie Awards, including for its market-leading product offerings, business culture and technology innovation and commitment to social responsibility within the telecommunications industry.
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Ooredoo won a Gold Award for the Most Innovative Company of the Year for its data network leadership and ICT innovation, while the second gold award went to Ooredoo Maldives in the Companics of the Year Telecommunications category for its operations in the ASX region. Ooredoo Nepal was named the winner of a Gold Award for the Most Innovative Company of the Year. Ooredoo was also named the winner of eight Bronze Stevie Awards, including for its market-leading product offerings, business culture and technology innovation and commitment to social responsibility within the telecommunications industry.
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Indian Ambassador inaugurates painting exhibition on Gandhi

Ambassador of India, H.E. Dr Deepak Mittal, inaugurated a painting exhibition in the Ashoka Hall of the Indian Cultural Centre.

Mishref Properties to launch Gulf Urbanism book

Mishref Properties and Qatar Foundation collaborated with Doha-based publishing company, Gulf Sustainable Urbanism book, to produce a book that covers the research work conducted by Harvard University, during a symposium that took place in Doha virtually, and is scheduled to be released in a physical format.

Ooredoo launches Cloud Connect enabling connectivity to Microsoft Azure

Ooredoo, the region’s leading enabler of digital business innovation, announced “Cloud Connect”, its new Cloud Service, that provides reliable, and affordable cloud services to businesses as they digital transformation. The service is available in Qatar, and can be accessed through the website. Cloud Connect enables businesses to connect reliably, and securely to their cloud services, and offers a number of benefits, including the ability to easily connect to Microsoft Azure. The service is available to businesses of all sizes, and can be used to connect to Microsoft Azure, as well as other cloud services.

Mesheireb Properties to launch Gulf Urbanism book

Mesheireb Properties has proudly supported the publishing of a new book titled “Gulf Sustainable Urbanism.” A child programme, which was launched in 2012 by HH Sh. Moza bint Nasser, is aimed at raising awareness among children on the importance of sustainability in their daily lives. The programme is designed to encourage young people to take action on sustainability issues. It is a comprehensive and interactive initiative that includes various activities and workshops, with the aim of raising awareness among children on sustainability and encouraging them to take action in their daily lives.

SPA Continental reopens at InterContinental Doha

SPA Continental reopens its doors at the luxurious spa in Doha’s InterContinental Hotel, offering a range of rejuvenating treatments and services.

HMC opens laser vision correction unit

HMC has opened a laser vision correction unit at its Doha Hospital, offering a range of advanced laser vision correction technologies.

Ooredoo launches Cloud Connect, will deliver the scalable, reliable, and low-latency cloud services to businesses in Qatar. Cloud Connect enables businesses to connect to Microsoft Azure, and other cloud services, with ease. Cloud Connect offers businesses a range of benefits, including the ability to easily connect to Microsoft Azure, as well as other cloud services.

Gulf Sustainable Urbanism book

The Gulf Sustainable Urbanism book is a comprehensive and interactive initiative that includes various activities and workshops, with the aim of raising awareness among children on sustainability and encouraging them to take action in their daily lives. It is a child programme, which was launched in 2012 by HH Sh. Moza bint Nasser, and is designed to encourage young people to take action on sustainability issues. It is an interactive initiative that includes various activities and workshops, with the aim of raising awareness among children on sustainability and encouraging them to take action in their daily lives.
New promotion of Italian food products begins at Lulu Hypermarkets

QBRi executes agreements with proteomics companies

QBRi's KREXTM technology named "Most Innovative Technology" at OBEX International Conference 2020

QBRi President and CEO, Dr. Houari Abdesselem, was named "Most Influential Person" in Qatar 2019

QBRi named "Most Innovative Research Centre 2020" - OUTK"
Qatari artist Ghada Al Khater's neon work, 'A Blessing in Disguise', is part of her installation 'Jardin de lumière' at Nuit Blanche in Paris, as part of the Qatar-France 2020 Year of Culture initiative. Jardine de Lumière brings Qatari fauna and flora through contemporary art, showcasing the artist's innovative systems to deliver the highest standards of care.
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PISQ celebrates blended learning with safety measures

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

In order to provide secure environment for the safe return of all preprogrammatic and post-programmatic preventative measures and education guide- lines in place at the camps to help families and staff feel com- fortable. She ensured that the school is going to take the best possible care of the students and staff’s health. She advised each and every participant on how to follow the blended learning strategy: she stated “I ensure that the school is going to take the best possible care of the students and staff’s health in this post-summer-vacation work phase 1 in order to keep all at- time support and understanding of the situations, we will do all we can for the safety of our children.”

In the wake of the existing corona, PISQ like all other schools, had to switch to Blended Learning model, which is a mix of electronic resources and in-school teaching to instruct and lecture the learners. The school has already been facilitating students via online teaching to the best of its capacity since March 2020.

Marathon running QF teacher inspires students

QF celebrates Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Indo-Cultural Centre (ICC) held painting and speech competitions among Indian expatriates. Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary The theme of the painting competition ICC had nominated independent and were given to Tripti Jain and Abdulla Polyil Bhardwaj and Mahesh Kumar as judges. Dr. Sreekumar Padmanaban, Archana Ishwani.

Around 250 participants took part in painting and speech competitions. Both consolation prizes for outstanding speeches and were given to Sanjeena Banerji, Palak Raees Ashraf Siddiqui welcomed students via online teaching to

The leading lady together with the distinguished outgoing envoys of Islamic Republic of Iran and of Dominican Republic.

The envoy said that his stay in Qatar has been very suc- cessful and specially in building close bilateral relations between Qatar and Iran. The envoy thanked the Pakistan hosts for arranging Paki- stani traditional cuisine in Qatar and of Dominican Republic.

Celebrate Pakistan Day. Ambassador of Islamic Republic of Afghan-
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Teachers: Leading in crisis, reimagining the future

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)’s International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women on November 25th is marked in the theme “Teachers: Leading in crisis, reimagining the future” amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

The event is marked annually on October 21st to celebrate the teaching profession all over the world and to conduct a comprehensive assessment of what teachers have brought forward and to draw attention to the teachers’ role in the current state of affairs.

UNESCO estimates the need to reach teachers and educational workers to advance universal education.

The event also commemorates the 40th anniversary of the adoption of the 1980 ILO-UNESCO Convention concerning the Status of Teachers. The convention sets benchmarks regulating the responsibilities of teachers and support their initial preparation and further education, as well as their rights, working conditions, and employment, and teaching and learning conditions.

World Teachers’ Day is co-organized by UNESCO and UNESCO-IIEP in collaboration with UNICEF, the Internationale Fédération des Centres d’Études et d’Éducation internationales et organisation and the Qatari National Committee for Education, Culture, Science and ICSCE (QSEIC) in cooperation with the Government of the State of Qatar and Inoha in Doha, Qatar University College of Education in the North Atlantic, and the University of Doha, Qatar, celebrates the teachers’ day. On this day, the teachers’ day video clips will be displayed likewise and the teachers and educational leaders speaking about their experiences in the educational process, and measures taken during the recent pandemic.

Qatari National Committee for Education, Culture, Science and ICSCE-IIEP is a network where parents and children will celebrate the teachers’ day. The network has been established to improve the students’ educational levels and make it easier for them to access the quality education of their dreams. The network will also provide a platform for parents and children to express their gratitude and appreciation for the teachers’ work.

The network aims to highlight the importance of the teachers’ role in the educational process and to encourage the public to appreciate the value of education and the contributions of teachers to the development of their students.
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Yemenis return home after ‘mercy flight’ to Jordan

BY – JORDAN

Yemenis who were airlifted to Jordan to undergo treatment for critical illnesses this year were brought home yesterday on a flight into the rebel-held capital Sana’a, the United Nations said.

Thirty-one women and children are due to depart for Jordan along with 150 passengers.

A UN flying mission carried Yemenis after their condition had improved, according to the United Nations.

“The flight will carry the women and children to Jordan as part of the medical evacuation programme,” the UN said.

A UN official in Yemen said the women were expected to depart for Jordan on Friday afternoon.

On roads to the city, hundreds of Yemenis lined the way as the flight landed.

The Ministry also recorded 2,500 new cases of infection with COVID-19 in the past 24 hours, bringing the total of all cases to 101,270.

The Ministry also recorded the number of deaths recorded in the country at 99,040.

Prime Minister sheik Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Saba 21 said the total number of recoveries to 7,361.

The Ministry also recorded 1,223 more cases of infection with COVID-19 in the past 24 hours, bringing the total of all cases to 101,270.

The Ministry also recorded the number of deaths recorded in the country at 99,040.

Prime Minister sheik Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Saba 21 said the total number of recoveries to 7,361.

A historic wood market burnt to the ground

Dakar weather bureau forecasted that a heavy storm will hit the region, leading authorities to evacuate people from their homes.

The market was a major tourist attraction and a popular destination for locals and tourists alike.

The fire started in the early hours of the morning and quickly spread to the surrounding buildings.

The fire was extinguished by firefighters and emergency services.

The market is expected to be rebuilt within the next six months.

Kuwaiti Armed forces meets officials from US, Iran

US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper and Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif visit the region played by Sheikh Sabah in the region.

The two leaders met in Kuwait on Sunday, according to local media.

Kuwaiti’s new Amir HH Sheikh Nawaf Al Ahmad Al Jaber Al Sabah receiving condolences from Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif over the death of HH Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al Sabah in Kuwait City yesterday. R/T/DG, US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper meeting with Kuwaiti Amir at the Amiri term at the Kuwait International Airport in the capital, yesterday.

Zarif “condolated them on the selection of the new Amir of Kuwait and stressed the support of the Islamic Republic of Iran,” the Iranian foreign ministry said in a statement.

Sheikh Nawaf, who was appointed by the Amir of Kuwait, was met by US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper on his recent return from a trip to Amman in February, the state-run Kuwait News Agency reported.

The meeting comes after the US and Iran have been engaged in a diplomatic crisis following the killing of Iranian General Qassem Soleimani in a US airstrike in Iraq in January.

The two countries have been locked in a口水 war over a range of issues, including Iran’s nuclear program and its support for Hamas in the Palestinian territories.

The meeting is also expected to discuss the ongoing conflict in Yemen, where the US has supported the Saudi-led coalition.

An announcement would be made about the next visit of the US Congress to Kuwait.

“An announcement would be made about the next visit of the US Congress to Kuwait,” the US Embassy in Kuwait said.

The meeting comes as the US and Iran are trying to de-escalate tensions between them.

Last month, the US and Iran agreed to hold their first direct talks in more than a decade in Vienna, aimed at restarting 2015 nuclear deal.

The negotiations are expected to be held in the coming weeks, with both sides hoping to reach a deal by the end of the year.

However, it remains to be seen whether the talks will be able to salvage the nuclear deal, which was abandoned by the US in 2018, leading to a surge in tensions between the two countries.
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Nigeria police special reined in over abuse allegations

**AP - LAGOS**

Nigeria's top police chief on Saturday urged a controversial anti-robbery unit and other special squads from mounting roadblocks and carrying out stop-and-search operations over accusations of abuses.

Inspector-General of Police Muhammad Adamu of the Federal Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) and other tacti- cal squads must stop such operations "with immediate effect," he added in a statement that police officers may no longer work in pairs unless in uniform.

Adamu said the decision was taken following findings that "a few personnel in uncovered tactical squads have abused their position to perpetrate all forms of illegality."

He said two SARS agents and a civilian accomplice have been arrested and accused in Nigeria's economic capital of Lagos of extorting a公民.

Calls have grown in recent months for the police investi- gation branch to be shut down over accusations of unlawful arrests, torture and even murder of suspects.

The unit was already reor- dined in 2021 over similar allegations.

The police chief also warned the special units against the invasion of the privacy of citizens, particularly through indiscriminate searches of mobile phones, laptops and other smart devices.

He said their action was limited to cases of armed robbery, kidnapping and other violent crimes.

The Nigerian Police Force said in a statement that the government had begun an internal investigation into the recent bond killings in Lagos.

Animal rights groups have accused the government and the military of using excessive force and human rights abuses.


**AP - CONVERS**

Guinean President Alpha Conde on Saturday urged his supporters to avoid being provoked into violence, as political tension simmered ahead of this month's election in the capital.

Addressing cheering sup- porters outside a capital vicinity where he had been Näve of severe political exclusion. Recent thousands of people from the Oromo, Ethiopia's largest ethnic group, have taken to the streets in recent months to protest against a peace deal signed by the government and local communities.

Protesters blocked Port Sudan's container terminal and a road leading to the capital, Juba, was focussed on the end of decades of conflict in southern Sudan.

The Irreecha festival has been the scene of violent protests before by the Oromo, who have raised fears of political exclusion. Recent protests involving the killing of a popular singer in June and the arrest of several leading activists have heightened concern of violence at the two-day festival.

On the eve of the festival forces from both regional and federal police, as well as the army descended on Bishoftu in eastern Sudan.

The festival of the Mourides, a Sufi sect, will be one of the most important dates in the religious calendar in Senegal, and usually attracts hundreds of thousands of people from across the West African region.

But this year, most of the season's traditional events will take place without foreign visitors, due to the coronavirus pandemic.

The festival of the Mourides, which would have attracted millions of pilgrims, will be held in a more contained manner.

The festival is a key political event in Senegal.

In August 2020, Senegalese President Macky Sall announced that the festival would be held in the city of Touba, ahead of a giant demonstration.

Hordes of pilgrims in Senegal have begun to congregate on the site of Touba, ahead of a giant traditional celebration on Sunday known as the Grand Magal, despite the threat of coronavirus.

The religious festival of the Mourides brotherhood is a pow- erful Sufi Muslim order, cele- brates the day the Islamic holy month of Ramadan.

The festival marks the anniversary of the death of the brotherhood's founder, Cheikh Amadou Bamba, the Mouride Broth- erhood's leader who died in 1927.

A peaceful opponent of colonialism, French author- ities arrested him in 1895, and exiled him to Mauritania from 1903 to 1907. Before he was allowed to return to Senegal in 1911, he was held under house arrest until his death 21 years later.

For over a century, the Mourides have held a key role in Senegalese politics and society.
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India seeks up to 500 million vaccine doses by July

South Korea reports 64 new virus cases amid holiday

India hopes to receive up to 500 million doses of coronavirus vaccines by July, about 230 million more than it has so far procured, according to a government source on Tuesday, as infections in the nosediving country continue to surge.

India has reported 6.5 million infections with 77,395 new cases on Tuesday as COVID-19 related deaths have climbed to 1,037,282, the health ministry data showed.

A total of 150 experts, including eight belonging to the Awami League's central working committee on Saturday, reported missing 24.

It has been a long and hard climb for the Awami League central working committee on Saturday, reported missing 24.
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China Pakistan to strengthen health corridor

The launch of the comprehensive project of eye health for children and adolescents in Pakistan by the He’s Eye Group and Pakistan’s DEA Group has added a new chapter in the deepening of China-Pakistan health cooperation.

Maryam Nawaz’s husband booked for remarks against state

Punjab police have registered a case against PML-N MNA Imran Safdar, the husband of former premier Maryam Nawaz, on complaints of a senior journalist as they wanted the judges to make Pakistan Railway privatised.

Widodo defends Indonesia’s record of fighting pandemic

Reuters — President Joko Widodo defended his record of fighting the COVID-19 pandemic, arguing that no ‘politicisation’ or ‘commotion’ could be decided on whether he is putting the economy or public health over public health.

China National Day guard

Reuters — The Chinese National Day holiday begins.

Pakistan military shoot dead 2 militants in North Waziristan

Pakistan military said Friday it had shot dead two militants on Sunday in a shot-out with the insurgent group in the town of Mir Ali in North Waziristan in Pakistan’s northwest.

Artificial Intelligence system to assess disaster damage

Researchers at Japanese Hiroshima University have taught an Artificial Intelligence (AI) to look at post-disaster aerial images and accurately assess the extent of damage to buildings, a technology that can map damage and identify critical buildings where help is needed the most.

Mid-Autumn Festival in HK

The Mid-Autumn Festival in Hong Kong is celebrated with messages of goodwill on display for the Mid-Autumn Festival in HK, an area which was last year covered with pro-democracy slogans and messages.

Pakistan’s military defied its own electoral body’s advice and moved to oust the former prime minister, according to an official.

Cameroon to localise US-built naval facility

Cameroon raised a US-built building on its largest naval base to give for further expansion and will facilitate the demilitarised facility. Cameroon’s government said yesterday, singling out reports of Chinese involvement in the redevelopment.
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Cameroon raised a US-built building on its largest naval base to give for further expansion and will facilitate the demilitarised facility. Cameroon’s government said yesterday, singling out reports of Chinese involvement in the redevelopment.
Thousands protest anti-virus restrictions in Germany

The government has faced criticism for imposing restrictive measures to combat the coronavirus. The public in Germany has been up in arms against the lockdown measures, with thousands of people taking to the streets to demand an end to restrictions. 

A police spokesman said that the demonstration was peaceful and the police were present only to ensure the safety of the protesters. However, some reports indicated that there were clashes between protesters and police in some regions.

The government has acknowledged the public's concerns and is reviewing its lockdown measures, but it has also warned of the risks of lifting restrictions too quickly. 

---

France and Italy step up search for missing victims after floods

French and Italian rescue services are stepping up their efforts to search for missing victims after floods in the French Riviera. The region has been hit by heavy rains and flooding, resulting in the death of at least 18 people.

The French Interior Ministry said that rescue services had been performing non-stop for the past few days and that the search operation was still ongoing. The Italian government has also announced that it would be sending additional rescue teams to the affected areas.

---
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Guatemala sends over 3,000 Honduran migrants home from caravan

The march is the latest in a series of rallies in Belarus, since an August 9 election in which President Alexander Lukashenko claimed a landslide victory. His opponents say it was rigged and called for him a sixth term in power.

More than 100,000 people called on social media and news channel Nexta said on the messaging app Telegram on Monday that starting from Saturday, September 26, the capital Minsk, while some metro stations temporarily closed the doors for commuters, avoid the political turmoil, and a street called internet street, security was raised and it was made on Friday, September 25 on Telegram, the mayor announced the distribution of photos and toilet paper, and the president's residence for unofficial observations. Lukashenko's opponents have already stepped up their protests.

The political crisis in Belarus has caused broad repercussions, with the European Union and the United States imposing sanctions on senior Belarusian officials, but spared Lukashenko. The crisis has caused broad repercussions after a pandemic shutdown, with the use of provocations and the distribution of photos and videos on social media shared.

In recent days, the number of new cases on a daily basis has dropped to 30 to 40 so it is clear that current measures are adequate to control the spread of the virus.

Lukashenko denies elections, in late September in a ceremony and has announced new measures for the worst affected zones, including a requirement for employers to close offices for 10pm.

On Thursday, Poland was added to quarantine lists in England and Scotland. For the worst affected zones, the government has announced new measures including a requirement for employers to close offices for 10pm.
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The New York City mayor seeks to lock down hotspots

NEW YORK —

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio said Friday he was eyeing more strict lockdowns in neighborhoods where coronavirus infections have been rising rapidly, adding that he needed governor Andrew Cuomo’s permission to impose the lockdowns. De Blasio said he was considering such measures in several northeast areas that have seen outbreaks, including parts of Brooklyn’s Bushwick and Crown Heights neighborhoods.

But he said he had not yet decided to impose them. In the past 10 days, he said, infections had increased by 40 percent in Bushwick, though the rate was down from 50 percent the week before.

De Blasio said he was considering a 10-day lockdown that would restrict the movement of people and businesses in such neighborhoods. If there is a large outbreak in one area, the city may impose a lockdown there, for example, in the part of the city where the infection is high, he said. De Blasio said he was considering the measures on the advice of Cuomo, who has been working with the mayor on the issue of lockdowns.

De Blasio said that, if he imposes a lockdown, it would be for a period of 10 days. He added, however, that he had not yet decided to impose such a lockdown.

The mayor said that he was considering such measures in several northeast areas that have seen outbreaks, including parts of Brooklyn’s Bushwick and Crown Heights neighborhoods. But he said he had not yet decided to impose them.

De Blasio said he was considering a 10-day lockdown that would restrict the movement of people and businesses in such neighborhoods. If there is a large outbreak in one area, the city may impose a lockdown there, for example, in the part of the city where the infection is high, he said. De Blasio said he was considering the measures on the advice of Cuomo, who has been working with the mayor on the issue of lockdowns.

De Blasio said that, if he imposes a lockdown, it would be for a period of 10 days. He added, however, that he had not yet decided to impose such a lockdown.
Eight innovators have distin-
guished themselves during a
series of competitions for Qatar Foundation’s
Stars of Science, and are guar-
anteed to be moving on to the
next round of competitions,
competing to become this year’s Top-final innovators.

“Selecting this crop of con-
ventions is challenging as we try
to prove that both their ideas and
their pitching are as strong as the best that Arab youth has to offer,” said Abdulla Al-
hamid El-Zahabi, Stars of Science Director.

“This season’s contestants have
offered us a variety of new inno-
ciations, showcasing an increas-
ingly impressive talent pool.
Two out of this season’s eight entrants scored a perfect 100
healthcare. Mohammad Alhamid
Al-Kamih, a Kuwaiti pediatric
surgeon, joined the competition with his Hans-Free Toothbrush, which includes a
vibrating toothbrush head for
effects teeth brushing, espe-
cially for people with special
needs. Sarah Alshobra, a fellow
Kuwaiti engineer, earned her
place with the Fractional Born Optical Scans, a handheld device that uses near-infrared rays to detect bone fractures or
inflammation to the human body.

Wahida Almalı, a biomedical
engineer from Lebanon, entered
the competition with research
with his Dual Mask Rescue Pack;
portable, an air filtration and mask
system designed to help first
responders protect themselves and
those in danger. Othman Abu
Dulaim, a Kuwaiti engineer,
entered the competition with his
Face detection Distraction program which
detects faces through
automated systems and user
interaction. Azzam Aboerjaib, a
Science jury member.

“Rather than Facebook or its
peer-to-peer technology, the invention pro-
vides a suitable environment in
which cells can grow as if they
were in the human body; ena-
ting vitriol, groups have human mod-
ulation. This is why, we need to
cut the roots of extremism and
fringe parties. We must والإصلاح والتنمية العامية
العامة
by strong wind at places by
30°C.

Twice a year, Cineworld’s 128 theatres in
the UK and Ireland will shut inde-

cently to respond to a request for
an interactive English and Arabic
Software system designed to help first
responders protect themselves and
those in danger. Othman Abu
Dulaim, a Kuwaiti engineer, entered
the competition with his Adaptive Car Headrest, which
covers in screens, delivering
interactive English and Arabic
software that secures mobile
phones through memorizing the
software of the mobile phone’s

The group, which focuses on
“relationships” between
generations, has grown to more than
5000 members. People join our group
to create a better world; said
Barlow, with a drawing of a heart
around the words “relationships”
during her video call.